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FIG. 6D 
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FIG. 11 
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PHP CODE FOR STRUCTURAL BOX 

<?php 
class thesis__box_say_hello extends thesismbox { 

public $title == ‘Say Hello‘; 

protected function options() { 
return array( 

'who' => array( 
'type‘ => 'radio', 
'label' => 'Who would you like to 

say hello to?‘, 
'options' => array( 

‘mom‘ => 'Mom‘ , 

‘dad' => 'Dad') , 

'default‘ => 'mom‘ ) ) ; 

} 

public function htmlO { 
if ($this->options[ 'who‘ ] ) 

$who = $this—>options[ 'who' ] ,' 
else 

$who = 'Mom' ; 

echo "Hello, $who!"; 

FIG. 15 
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PHP CODE FOR STYLE PACKAGE 

<?php 
class thesis?Package_links extends thesis_package { 

public $title = 'Link Font and Colors'; 
public $se1ector = '.link'; 

protected function options() { 
return array( 

'font' => array( 
'type' => ‘select', 
'label' => 'Link Font‘, 
‘options' => $thise>api~ 

>properties[‘font—family']), 
'link' => array( 

‘type' => 'color', 
'label' => 'Link Color', 
‘tooltip' => 'This color will be 

used on links that appear on your site.‘)); 
} 

public function css() { 
$s = $this—>core['selector']; 
$font = $color = "; 
if ($this~>options[‘font'] && 

!empty($this—>api—>£onts) && Iempty($this—>api— 
>fonts~>fonts[$this—>options['font']1)) 

$font = "font—family: {$this~>api~ 

II. 
I 

if ($this—>options['link‘]) 
$color = "color: #{$this~ 

>options['1ink']}; , 

if (!empty($font) ll !empty($color)) 
return "$s { $font$color }"; 

else 
return “; 

FIG. 16 
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SYSTEMS, SERVERS, AND METHODS FOR 
MANAGING WEBSITES 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] Conventional websites consist primarily of two or 
more underlying components: one or more content bearing 
documents de?ned at least in part by its HTML (hypertext 
markup language) and a style sheet(s). The HTML document 
(s) de?nes the structure and substance (or content) of these 
conventional websites while the style sheet(s) de?nes the 
visual appearance of the same. Often, one or more cascading 
style sheets (CSS) ?les are used to provide the styling. Popu 
lar web site development and maintenance software therefore 
takes a ?le-based approach to the problems of developing and 
maintaining websites. In other words, with heretofore avail 
able approaches to website development, HTML and CSS 
?les are manually coded, transmitted to a server, and then 
stored in memory of some type. Because the developer must 
be knowledgeable regarding the typically complex code in 
the HTML and CSS ?les, and because these ?les must be 
transmitted to a web server and stored in memory, such ?le 
based approaches are inherently limiting. These inef?cien 
cies result in websites that are dif?cult to develop, maintain, 
modify, etc. 

[0002] Another problem that plagues conventional website 
development involves search engine optimization or, perhaps 
more accurately, how a conventional website performs when 
examined (“crawled”) by typical search engines. When a 
search engine crawls a website, the search engine cannot 
sense the website design as a human being would. Instead, it 
can only examine the underlying HTML and CSS ?les (and 
perhaps any scripting that might be associated therewith) 
looking for cues such as code containing metadata (about the 
underlying data) to determine the quality and therefore the 
ranking of a particular web page. 

[0003] Many website owners, in addition, modify their site 
designs (styles) on a frequent basis. To do so using conven 
tional techniques, they must often edit both the underlying 
HTML and CSS ?les even though some situations allow 
either of the HTML or CSS ?les to remain unedited. Even if 
all that they want to modify is the appearance (the styling) of 
a portion of their website, sometimes they cannot edit just the 
style-related CSS document(s). This complication arises in 
part because the content/structure-related code and the style 
related code intertwine with each other thereby limiting the 
number of situations in which one or the other (but not both) 
needs to be edited. In practice, therefore, such edits result in 
a nearly in?nite array of outcomes, each of which will per 
form slightly differently when examined by typical search 
engines. As a result, seemingly innocuous edits to a website 
can cause unintended and often undesirable consequences 
affecting the performance of the website with search engines 
(and in other areas as well). 

SUMMARY 

[0004] The following presents a simpli?ed summary in 
order to provide a basic understanding of some aspects of the 
disclosed subject matter. This summary is not an extensive 
overview of the disclosed subject matter, and is not intended 
to identify key/critical elements or to delineate the scope of 
such subject matter. A purpose of the summary is to present 
some concepts in a simpli?ed form as a prelude to the more 
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detailed disclosure that is presented herein. Thus, the current 
disclosure provides systems, servers, methods, etc. for man 
aging websites. 
[0005] Various embodiments provide systems, servers, 
methods, and “skins” that will work with any kind of website 
to provide improved search engine performance, increased 
design ?exibility, and improved loading times. Indeed, 
unskilled (in terms of code-writing pro?ciency) users can use 
a website skin for their particular website. They do not nec 
essarily need to write or edit any code to do so. Instead, they 
can merely provide their data/ content and select a skin to use 
with it. Thus, some embodiments place the onus of skin 
development on code-skilled developers thereby allowing 
typical users to concentrate on their content, not on learning a 
programming language or writing code. When a typical users 
wishes to change their website design they can select a new or 
different skin from a library or their “magazine” of skins and 
activate it. Their website then changes to re?ect the activated 
skin. Moreover, if a user wants to change a portion of their 
website’s structure, they can replace a structural box with 
another structural box. Again, their website changes to re?ect 
the newly incorporated structural box. Similar statements can 
be made regarding certain style packages used to apply style 
to the structural boxes. 

[0006] In the current embodiment, skins are collections of 
structural boxes (with certain properties, options, functions, 
etc.) that will be used with style packages and perhaps addi 
tional CSS and/or images, scripting, etc. For many users, 
skins serve as a user-friendly point of interaction with the 
underlying software. The powerful and e?icient PHP skin 
based framework and easy to use point-and-click controls of 
some embodiments allow users to precisely and accurately 
build, maintain, modify, change, ?ne-tune, etc. (without nec 
essarily editing) their websites and the pages and other struc 
tures and styles thereof. Skins of various embodiments there 
fore free the user from tedious, error-prone, and/or code 
intensive editing and allow them to concentrate on adding 
content to their web sites or otherwise improving them. More 
over, skins of some embodiments allow users to evaluate 
potential changes to their websites without actually launching 
the changed website and to do so on the same display screen 
(and/ or within the same application) in which they make the 
prospective change. Furthermore, embodiments enable users 
to improve their website readability and/ or performance by 
improving their typography and visual clarity through, in 
part, leveraging website development tools provided by vari 
ous embodiments. 

[0007] Instead of conventional ?le-based template systems, 
some embodiments provide a data-driven “skin” based sys 
tems. These skins include certain components allowing even 
unskilled users to build esthetically pleasing and fully func 
tional websites. At one layer, embodiments provide skins for 
websites wherein the skins can act as a complete template 
system for the users (but with much more inherent function 
ality than conventional templates). More particularly, the 
skins of the current embodiment include collections of struc 
tural boxes (supplying HTML structure-related code) that 
cooperate with corresponding style packages (supplying CSS 
style-related code) at another level. Thus, skin-based systems 
of the current embodiment allow users to create, maintain, 
share, modify, change, etc. skins which allow for a large 
number of esthetically pleasing, fully functional websites. 
[0008] The skin components mentioned previously can 
include structural boxes which can be objects encapsulating 
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patterns of code in a mark up language (for instance HTML). 
These components can also include style package objects 
which encapsulate a portion(s) of a style sheet code written in 
CSS (for instance). Moreover, through a graphical user inter 
face, the user can establish references that indicate which 
style packages provide the styling for the structural boxes. 
The user can also (via the graphical user interface) de?ne the 
order in which the system outputs the styled boxes in accor 
dance with a particular active skin. Moreover, the user can 
de?ne that order separately from choosing various style pack 
ages thereby allowing them to focus separately on the order 
ing of the structural boxes and the stylistic aspects of their 
websites. This arrangement allows users to focus on the struc 
ture and/or content of their websites using the skins while 
allowing them to focus separately on style by using the style 
packages. 
[0009] With further regard to the structural boxes of the 
current embodiment, they allow developers to interact with 
the encapsulated code in user-friendly, non-code based ways 
that conventional systems would ?nd dif?culty in duplicat 
ing. This result, occurs, in part, because conventional systems 
typically require developers to hand code their HTML ?les. 
Unlike hand-coded HTML (or even HTML generated by 
conventional automated code-writing systems) which sits 
statically in a ?le, structural boxes can have properties, 
options, and/or functions. As a result a structural box can 
behave differently in differing contexts. Furthermore, devel 
opers can choose and combine these properties, options, and 
functions in a large number of possibilities limited only by 
their imagination. The behavior of the structural boxes within 
particularly skins can therefore be either simple or complex or 
of some intermediate complexity. For instance, one particular 
structural box might output the name of a website while 
another structural box (or the same structural box in a differ 
ent context or skin) might output numerous pieces of content 
pulled from a website database. Therefore, users need not 
re-create structures already provided by existing structural 
boxes. Instead, they can re-use, adapt, etc. existing structural 
boxes by changing their properties, options, and/or functions 
within a skin, thereby unlocking the underlying code for 
dynamic use and/or re-use. 

[0010] The current embodiment moreover allows even un 
skilled (at least in terms of coding) users to deploy code via a 
skin that has a relatively high degree of similarity in structure 
and performance to code deployed by others (if desired). 
Additionally, the standardization made available by structural 
boxes means that developers have fewer opportunities to 
make coding mistakes and syntactical errors. Furthermore, 
because the output of structural boxes can be standardized, 
the output of a particular often-used structural box can be 
scrutinized by observers over time and in a variety of con 
texts. This potentially increased and persistent visibility can 
create a feedback loop which can be useful for improving the 
quality and ef?ciency of the structural boxes as they are used 
within a potential multiplicity of skins, contexts, etc. 

[0011] With regard to style or design, in conventional tem 
plate-based systems, the CSS code is usually supplied by way 
of a hand-coded ?le. If users of these conventional systems 
want to modify the design of their website, these users must 
typically hand-edit the CSS code directly (or supply another 
CSS ?le of their own). Either way, the user must typically 
possess pro?ciency with CSS code to do so with any degree of 
con?dence or even hope of succeeding. 
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[0012] The current embodiment, though, allows developers 
and even unskilled users (colloquially, “newbies”) to create 
stylistic effects through new and innovative style packages. 
Whereas some structural boxes are objects encapsulating or 
including HTML code, the style packages of the current 
embodiment encapsulate or include patterns of CSS code. 
These patterns can be patterns that designers and other users 
might include in many websites and/or at many locations 
within a website. The style packages can also encapsulate or 
include properties, options, functions etc. so that they can 
behave differently in differing contexts (for instance, when 
used in conjunction with differing skins). Thus, the underly 
ing CSS code can be created, maintained, deployed, modi?ed 
changed, and/ or otherwise unlocked for dynamic use (with 
out necessarily requiring editing). 
[0013] Style packages of the current embodiment further 
more have relatively more powerful capabilities for creating, 
modifying, and/ or changing a style than the conventional text 
editors heretofore used by most style designers (and HTML 
developers). Style-related (and structure-related) graphical 
user interfaces supplied by embodiments allow users to view 
prospective stylistic (and structural) changes to their website 
live on a “canvas” before having those changes echoed into 
the actual websites via a skin. 

[0014] Methods of some embodiments include creating a 
library of website structural boxes and/or website style pack 
ages. They also include accepting a selection of a website 
structural box and/or a website style package from the library. 
A reference between the selected website structural box and 
the website style package is also accepted in these methods. 
Additional, these methods include rendering a website in 
accordance with the reference between the selected website 
structural box and the selected website style package and/or 
populating it with data/content. 
[0015] Various methods of the current embodiment include 
accepting a property, option, and/ or function to be associated 
with the selected website style package. These properties 
and/or functions can be encapsulated along with the website 
style package (or even a website structural box). Furthermore, 
the website style packages and/or website structural boxes 
can be uploaded and downloaded and can be ad hoc in nature. 

[0016] Moreover, some methods of the current embodi 
ment include receiving a call to a hook associated with a 
website and rendering the website in accordance with the 
hook (and the reference between the selected website struc 
tural box and the selected website style package). Various 
methods of the current embodiment can be performed via a 
web browser interpreting code (HTML, PHP, etc.) echoed 
from a skin associated with the website. In addition, or in the 
alternative, some methods include accepting a potential 
change to the selected website skin, structural box, style 
package, the reference there between, or a combination 
thereof. Further, some methods include displaying a prospec 
tive effect to the website of the prospective change approxi 
mately as the prospective changes occurs. 
[0017] Still other embodiments provide other methods for 
managing websites. Some of these methods include main 
taining a library of website style packages on a server. At least 
some of the website style packages provide styling to a web 
site structural box via a reference thereto. These methods also 
include uploading a website style package to the library on the 
server and accepting a selection of a website style package 
from the library. Additionally, methods of the current 
embodiment include rendering a website styled in accordance 






























